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LIST OF SYMBOLS 
0) - Frequency or energy parameter 
2 
a F(w) - Eliashberg function 
F(w) - Phonon density of states 
Ag(E) - Pair potential in the superconductor 
Aj^(E) - Induced pair potential in the normal metal 
A SO Energy gap in the superconductor defined by ^gCA^^) = A^^ 
A. NO 
Strength of the electron-phonon coupling, given by 2 
Coulomb pseudopotential 
Energy gap in the normal metal defined by AJ^(AJ Q^) = A^^ 
g F(w)dw 
w 
* 
y 
Zg(E) - Renormalization function in the superconductor 
Zjjj(E) - Renormalization function in the normal metal 
N(E) - Density of electron states 
N^(E) - Tunneling density of quasiparticle excitations; what is measured 
in experiment 
N(0) - Density of electron states of one spin index at the Fermi level 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
The early experiments of Giaever and Megerle (1) showed that the 
tunneling technique provides a direct means of measuring the energy gap 
and the excitation spectrum in a superconductor. This work gave strong 
experimental confirmation to the Bardeen, Cooper and Schrieffer (BCS) 
(2) theory of superconductivity. However, it was not until the impor­
tant tunneling experiments of McMillan and Rowell (3) on Pb that tun­
neling was established as a quantitative spectroscopic tool. They 
presented a method of inverting tunneling data to obtain the energy 
dependent gap parameter A(E), which is the strong-coupling analog of 
the BCS gap. More importantly, they were able to determine two quanti­
ties which are directly related to the electron phonon interaction and 
* 
the screened Coulomb interaction in metals, namely X and u . The 
prediction of the transition temperature, T^, for Pb within experimen­
tal error gave strong support to both the validity of the method and 
to the Eliashberg (4) strong-coupling theory of superconductivity. 
Attempts have been made to apply the powerful tunneling method to 
transition metals and their compounds, which have high superconducting 
transition temperatures and critical fields. The work of Shen on Ta, 
Nb and La (5) showed that the tunneling characteristics were very 
sensitive to junction preparation. Although the Ta analysis gave values 
* 
of X and y in good agreement with predictions, the values for Nb and 
La were anomalously low. In fact, the Coulomb repulsion term was 
determined to be negative. Shen attributed these anomalous results to 
2 
surface contamination and not to a breakdown of Eliashberg theory for 
transition metals. Later work by Bostock ^  (6), on single crystals 
"k 
of Nb led to similar results, including a negative y ,even though the 
tunneling characteristics were the best to date. Their results also 
featured a conspicuously large offset between the experimental and 
calculated tunneling density of states. 
Attempts to form tunnel junctions on thin films of V (7) by either 
glow discharge or thermal oxidation of the V surface have been even more 
disappointing. Large leakage currents and strong zero bias peaks 
attributed to magnetic impurities in the oxide made it difficult to 
determine the energy gap and impossible to see any phonon structure. 
Early tunneling studies of the A-15 transition metal compounds were 
almost entirely confined to measurements of the gap, as surface con­
tamination had even more deleterious effects on these materials due to 
their short coherence length. Phonon structure was observed in surface 
•k 
grown layers of Nb^Sn by Shen (8) and although p was found to be posi­
tive it was still below predicted values. Recent work by Moore et al. 
(9), on thin films of Nb^Sn made by co-evaporation resulted in tunneling 
characteristics superior to any prv^.vious A-15 study. The gap values 
were higher than those of Shen (3.25 m.?.V compared to 2.8 meV) ; however 
"k * 
A and y were again anomalously low, with y still negative. Also, a 
large offset in the density of states, similar to that in the Nb work 
by Bostock e^ al. (5), was present. 
The requirement of a thin insulating barrier between the electrodes 
of a tunnel junction has historically been satisfied by growing an oxide 
layer on one of the two elements. However, even a small amount of 
dissolved oxygen lowers the superconducting properties of transition 
metals. Furthermore, sub-oxides of some materials such as and V 
are not even insulating (10). It is therefore quite conceivable that 
some sort of surface contamination with weakened superconductivity will 
develop when oxides are formed on transition metals or their compounds. 
Hauser e^ al. (11) avoided the difficulty with oxides by depositing 
thin layer (80 A) of Al onto a sputtered film of V^Si. Using the tunnel­
ing method on this normal metal superconductor (NS) sandwich they deter­
mined gap values, but no phonon structure was displayed. A number of 
experiments on tunneling into NS proximity sandwiches were to follow 
which will be described later. The problems with the proximity tun­
neling approach were twofold: (1) Preparation of the sandwiches in 
-6 
vacuum of 10 Torr or so led to a contaminated interface between the 
layers and therefore a weak coupling, (2) the best theory available to 
describe this weak-coupling geometry was due to McMillan (12) and 
agreement with experiment was only qualitative. A recent theory by 
Arnold (13) has extended the tunneling method to NS proximity sand­
wiches in perfect contact. The use of this model along with our ability 
to fabricate clean NS interfaces in ultra-high vacuum has resulted in a 
new quantitative proximity effect tunneling spectroscopy (PETS) 
specifically suited to those materials subject to surface contamination. 
The new method has been demonstrated on Nb, and described in experimen­
tal (14,15) and theoretical (16) detail. The technique gives values of 
* 
A = 1.04 ± .06 and y = 0.17± .02 for Nb in good agreement with recent 
4 
calculations by Butler et (17). The absence of an offset in the 
density of states lends further support to the method. 
This thesis describes recent work using the PETS technique to 
measure the superconducting properties of V and a surface grown layer 
of VgGa. The first few sections give brief reviews of theories of 
superconductivity, tunneling and the proximity effect. A short section 
on the properties of d-band transition metals and their compounds is 
presented to motivate our study. A detailed explanation of the 
experimental procedure is included along with a description of the 
apparatus. Finally, the data are presented and results are discussed 
in light of the recent tunneling work mentioned above. 
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II. STRONG COUPLED SUPERCONDUCTORS 
Any discussion of superconducting tunneling requires at least a 
brief review of the models which describe the superconducting state in 
metals. The theory of Bardeen, Cooper and Schrieffer (BCS) (2) is suc­
cessful in explaining nearly all the properties of nearly all the super­
conductors by using the model of an electron gas with attractive inter­
actions near the Fermi surface resulting from the virtual exchange of 
phonons. It is this restriction to interactions near the Fermi surface 
which allows one to use Landau's theory of a Fermi liquid to describe 
the low-lying single-particle excitations in the normal state. In this 
theory the excited states of the normal metal are long-lived quasi-
particles whose "effective" mass contains the interactions between the 
bare electrons. The superconducting wave function will contain con­
figurations involving normal state excitations near the Fermi surface 
and it is just these configurations which are best described by the 
Landau theory (18). One therefore imagines the system as composed of 
quasi-electrons which interact via a shielded Coulomb interaction, 
dressed phonons whose frequencies have been renormalized by interac­
tions with the electrons and finally a residual electron-electron inter­
action which is a reformulation of the coupling of the quasi-electrons 
to the dressed phonons. The Hamiltonian is thus, 
H  =  H  .  + H ,  +  ( 1 )  
quasi- dressed shielded electron-
electron phonon Coulomb phonon 
V 
Hint 
6 
where 
Y i" Y 
^int " J; \q CK'-q,a' ^K+q,o "^Ka ^K'a' 
K.,N ,q 
a , o '  
and 
4IT e^ 2ÀW IM |  ^ 
+ t 
Tc Vg? 
The Vgp term is known as the Bardeen-Pines interaction and was 
first derived by Frohlich (19). The is proportional to the shielded 
electron-phonon coupling. It suffices to realize that for certain 
values of q, V^p is negative and if is large enough, this term 
dominates V^, and the net interaction is attractive. The effect of 
such an attraction was analyzed by Cooper (20). He showed that two 
electrons above a filled Fermi surface with an attractive interaction 
would form a bound state. This indicated that the Fermi sea was 
unstable and it was energetically favorable for the system to form 
some sort of correlated state in which every electron was paired 
off with its mate in -K^. It is this assumption as to the nature of 
the ground state wavefunction that leads to superconducting effects. 
The results of the BCS model are that the ground state is lowered in 
energy with respect to the normal state and that excitations are long-
lived quasiparticles with energy 
7 
= 2 
where 
J, ^ KK' 2Ej^, 2kgT ' q K K' (5) 
for temperature T < T^. In general, the BCS gap parameter is there­
fore anisotropic in K-space. However, it is common to ignore this and 
consider only an average gap. One justification is that impurities 
have the effect of washing out anisotropy of A if the impurity-induced 
electron scattering rate 1/T exceeds A/% (21). To simplify the problem 
even further BCS replaced V^p with a square-well model interaction, 
where 
e(x) = 
1 for X > 0 
0 for X < 0 
and Wg = Debye energy. 
Similarly, the Coulomb part of was included by Bogoliubov 
^ (22), by using a square-well model with a high energy cutoff 
equal to the electronic plasma energy: 
Vc(KK') = Vc G(Wpl - l=Kl)G(Wpl - l=K'|) ' (?) 
Within these approximations, the transition temperature, T^, of 
the superconductor is found to be 
8 
T = -^ exp -1 
* 
^ A - p 
(8)  
where 
„ „ = N(0)V^ 
W = and 
1 + „ !21 » = K(0)VBCS 
"D 
It is important to notice that the Coulomb repulsion term enters 
the equation reduced from y (a number of order 1.0) to p (a number 
of order 0.1). The summations on K introduce the term N(0), which is 
the density of electron states of one spin index at the Fermi surface. 
Although remarkably successful in explaining many of the properties 
of superconductors, the BCS theory is unable to explain some of the 
effects attributed to strong coupling. These effects are manifest in 
a number of experiments. For example, critical field curves of soft 
metals such as lead and mercury show deviations from the predicted BCS 
parabolic dependence (23). Also, tunneling studies on materials such 
as Pb (24) display deviations from predictions occurring near peaks in 
the phonon spectrum. The problem with the BCS model is that the 
Bardeen-Pines interaction is not a truly correct starting point. 
The true effective interaction between electrons is strongly time 
dependent which, when Fourier transformed, leads to a frequency- or energy-
dependent gap function A(w). The physical origin of this time dependence 
is easily seen when one considers the phonon-mediated electron-electron 
interaction. The presence of an electron at (x',t') causes an 
9a 
impulsive force on the lattice which in turn causes a lattice dis­
placement. At a later time t, the displacement, u(t), then lowers the 
energy of an electron at (x,t). This time-dependent effective poten­
tial must be treated by involved Green's function methods (18) and 
therefore only the results shall be stated. The V „ term of V becomes 
or  KC] 
VgCK.K'.w) = 2 I V / "K-K' .V t O (9) 
"K -K',v - w 
where v specifies a particular phonon branch. This would be the same 
as the Bardeen-Pines interaction, if to were replaced by 
As in the BCS case, to make the problem soluble the interaction is 
assumed isotropic, with the constant given by the Fermi surface 
average of Vg(K,K',w). This leads to a frequency-dependent A: 
A(w) = N(0)<Vg(K,K',w)>pg 
= 2 dO g F(n)Q (10) 
where 
a^FCa) = N(0) <% 6(n - v)> 
FS 
(11) 
The meaning of a F is that it counts how many phonons with 
there are and weights each phonon by the strength and number 
of electron transitions across the Fermi surface in which this phonon can 
participate (21). An important measure of the strength of the 
electron-phonon coupling is the value of X at zero frequency. 
9b 
X — X (0) — 2 dn g F(n) 9. 
=  2  < -
"K-K' FS 
(12) 
Finally, we can present the strong-coupling analog to the BCS gap 
equation. These are a set of coupled integral equations called the 
Eliashberg equations (4). 
0) 
r c 
A(w)Z(w) = dw' Re{A(w')[w'2 - A^Xu)] ^ }{K^w,w') - p"} (13a) 
w[l - Z(w)] = dw' Re{w'[u'2 - A^(w')] ^}K (w,w') (13b) 
where the kernel K^(w,w') is given by 
( 0), oj ' ) — do) a^F(w ) [ (ti) * +03 + 03 + iô) ^  ± (w ' - o) + 03 - i6) q q q q 
(14) 
In contrast to the constant gap parameter A from the BCS model, 
strong coupling theory gives an energy dependent pair potential, A(w), 
which is also complex. This means the excitations are not all long-
lived quasiparticles as in the BCS model but may have finite lifetimes 
such that 1/T is related to |lm(A(w))|. The Eliashberg equations 
relate the superconducting parameters to normal state quantities 
10 
2 
a F(w) and y . As will be shown later, the tunneling process is a way 
of probing the superconducting state to measure A(w), and thus determine 
* 
A and y . The tunneling experiment therefore not only serves to verify 
the Eliashberg equations but to add in a quantitative fashion to the 
understanding of the electron-phonon and Coulomb interactions. By 
using the temperature-dependent form of these equations,one can find 
the temperature, T^, at which the pair potential goes to zero. Allen 
and Dynes (25) have given an approximate analytic form for which will 
be used in this report. 
T 
c 
(15) 
where 
a^F(a))ln w} (JL) (16) 
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III. D-BAND TRANSITION METALS AND THEIR COMPOUNDS 
The d-band transition elements and their compounds are of interest 
for a variety of reasons. Of the six elements with the highest T^, 
five are transition metals, including Nb with a T^ of 9.28 K. These 
elements exhibit extensive mutual solubility ranges so that by 
alloying one is able to vary smoothly the properties from element to 
element. Matthias (26) has shown that the superconducting 
transition temperature of a given alloy can be predicted qualitatively 
using only the average number of valence electrons per atom. This 
average is taken over all electrons outside the filled core so that 
Zr ^ Nb 25 Re would have e/a = 5. When T^ is compared to e/a one 
finds two peaks at e/a = 4.75 and 6.5 electrons per atom. Many alloys 
and compounds of transition metals exhibit superconductivity above 
15 K, with the highest known value to date being 23 K in Nb^Ge (27,28). 
Some of the lower valence alloys such as NbZr and NbTi are technologi­
cally important in that they have high T^'s and also require huge 
magnetic fields to drive them normal, e.g., 100 kOe. 
Perhaps the most interesting transition metal compounds are those 
that appear in the so called A-15 phase. This structure occurs 
generally near to the A^B stoichiometric ratio with the A elements 
coining from the transition element groups IV A, V A, and VI A. B 
elements come from groups to the right of the periodic table up to 
group V B. Some of the highest T^ materials occur in this family of 
compounds. Examples are Nb^Ge (23 K), Nb^Ga (20.3 K), Nb^Sn (18.3 K), 
12 
and V^Ga (15.4 K). The A-15 crystal structure is bcc and the A atoms 
form orthogonal chains along the three [100] directions, each chain 
bisecting a face of the cube. These chains are important to the 
superconducting properties. Any type of disorder along the chains 
such as vacancies or site exchanges between A and B atoms will reduce 
T^. Some of the A-15's transform below a certain temperature to a 
slightly distorted tetragonal phase with no change in unit cell 
volume. This instability is a manifestation of a more general 
regularity, that high T^ materials exhibit anomalous dips in their 
phonon dispersion curves. On a microscopic scale the role of these 
anomalies and their relation to high T^ is not well-understood (21) 
although qualitatively one expects both to be affected by strong 
electron-phonon coupling. 
As was shown before, the Eliashberg equations relate the 
superconducting parameters A (to) and T^ to normal state interactions 
2 * described by a F(w) and y . Knowledge of these quantities should 
shed light on many of the interesting properties of transition metals 
and their alloys which are also found in measurements such as 
electronic specific heat, magnetic susceptibility and electric 
resistivity. 
Unfortunately, one is not sure that the strong-coupling formalism 
can be applied to transition metals since those electrons involved in 
pairing are highly localized d-electrons. Even if the strong-coupling 
2 * formalism applies, calculations of the quantities a F(w) and y become 
exceedingly difficult due to the large band structure effects of 
13 
2 d-band metals (29). A complete calculation of ct F(w), for example, 
requires knowing the energy bands and wavefunctions at the Fermi 
surface, the phonon spectrum and polarization vectors and having a 
model for the change in crystal potential upon ionic displacement. 
One therefore looks to experiment to give values of phonon frequencies, 
2 * 
N(0), a F(w), and y but previous tunneling experiments on transition 
elements and compounds have given disappointing and confusing results. 
As an outgrowth of this confusion, some support has been claimed for 
mechanisms other than the electron-phonon interaction leading to 
superconductivity such as exchange of acoustic plasmons (30). In 
these interesting and technologically important materials therefore, 
some of the most fundamental questions have yet to be completely 
resolved. 
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IV. THEORY OF TUNNELING 
We consider the system of two metals separated by some thin 
insulating layer, usually an oxide of one of the materials (3). Upon 
application of a potential, V, across the junction, a tunneling current, 
I,will flow, which we would like to determine. The system is repre­
sented schematically in Figure 1 with a potential barrier of height, V^, 
and width, w, separating the two metals. Each metal will be considered 
an interacting electron gas whose states near the Fermi level E^ can be 
treated as nearly independent quasiparticles. The wavefunction of an 
electron on the left decays exponentially in the barrier region and 
joins on smoothly to a propagating wavefunction on the right. The 
transmission probability of the barrier is assumed small and simulated 
as an effective tunneling Hamiltonian (31,32) which couples eigenstates 
on the left metal to those states with the same energy on the right. 
"T = ^ "kpfctjcp + % • (17) 
-f-
Here, c^ and c^ are creation and annihilation operators for quasi­
particles in the eigenstates (j)^ of the left metal while c^ ' and c^ are 
the same for the right side. Therefore, the first term in takes 
electrons out of the right metal and puts them into the left while the 
second term does the reverse. The properties of t^^ are discussed by 
McMillan in Ref. 3. For barrier potentials independent of y and z the 
component of momentum parallel to the barrier is conserved and if the 
bias potential V is not large, then t, can be assumed constant. kp 
15 
A) 
C 
Ox 
S 
i 1 L 
E 
Vo 
B) 
Ep, EF2 
W "-2 
Figure 1. Models of a tunnel junction. 
a) Idealized conventional tunnel junction. The insulating 
barrier is generally an oxide of either the superconductor of 
interest, S, or the counterelectrode, C. b) Schematic' repre­
sentation of an idealized conventional tunnel junction. The 
barrier has a height, V^, and width W. With no applied 
voltage, the Fermi levels and Ep2 are equal 
16 
'kp ' ' 'k ,p • 
The total Hamiltonian for the system is 
Ht = \ (19) 
where and are the full many-body Hamiltonians for the left and 
right metals in the absence of tunneling. 
To calculate the current we use first-order time dependent 
perturbation theory to get the transition rates from 2, r and r ^ £. 
If we apply a small bias potential, V, to the left side, then 
W 
277 
I 6(E^ - V) . (20) 
The eigenfunctions of the total Hamiltonian are products of 
eigenfunctions of and [|a>= |m>j^|n>^] so that 
2 
^ ^ <0|c^|m><0|c/|n>^5(E^ + E^-V) . (21) 
m,n kp^ 
At zero temperature is zero since electrons are prohibited from 
tunneling into filled states. Writing ô(E + E - V) = / dw ô(E - w) 
m n m 
X 5(E^ + 0) - V) and noting that is proportional to the total 
current, I, then 
: ' Vr = ^ 
2 
dw n'^(w) N^(V - w) (22) 
where 
17 
N (p ,w) = / < 0 c mXm c 0>6(E - w) 
P P m 
m ^ ^ 
(23a) 
and 
N^(p ,V-w) = <0|c^ |ra><m|c |0>ô(E - V + w) 
m ^ p m 
(23b) 
-V 4- — 
The operators c , c are discussed by McMillan and Rowell in Ref. 3. 
Here N (w) is just the density of filled states at the surface of Z with 
energy, w, and is the density of available states at the surface of 
r with energy V-w. That is, we take an electron from £ at an energy, 
w, below the Fermi level creating a hole excitation and then we put the 
electron into an empty state at an energy V-w above the Fermi level 
in r. 
The expression in Eq. 22 can be simplified by assuming one of the 
metals (r) is always normal and has a density of states which is slowly 
varying over the energy range, N^(E) = N(0). To include temperature 
effects, we have to calculate and assign a Fermi occupation 
probability, f, to all states. Equation 22 becomes 
I(V)= N(0) N (to) [F(cj) - F(u - V) ]dw (24) 
Differentiating, we obtain 
dI(V) 
dV 
2TTt N(0) 
[exp (^^) +1]^ 
dw (25) 
where the term in brackets is a bell-shaped curve, centered at w  - V, 
18 
having width at half maximum of approximately 3.5 kT. At T = 0, this 
curve becomes a delta function, which gives, 
2 
|i (V) cc 2^ N(0) N*(V) . (26) 
Assuming £ is a superconductor, then 4^(V) can be measured below T 
civ c 
for & in the superconducting state. The application of a large magnetic 
field allows the normal state (dI/dV)^(V) to be measured. By dividing 
the results of both measurements one obtains, 
(dl/dV) N*(V) 
(dl/dV)^ " N(0) ^ • (27) 
This ratio is called the normalized conductance and it allows the 
determination of the tunneling density of states, N^(E), for any super­
conducting material. For the case of a bulk, strong-coupling super­
conductor, 
N„(E) = Re —^^ r . (28) 
[E^ - Ar(E)] = 
Under ideal conditions, therefore, the tunneling experiment gives an 
implicit measure of the pair potential, A(E). 
In general, for a complicated system such as a proximity sandwich, 
one must use many-body techniques to calculate the appropriate Green's 
function G, ,(x,x',k ,E) . The local electronic density of states can 
X 
then be obtained from the 11 component of G: 
N(x,k^,E) = ^ Im G^^(x,x,k^,E) . (29) 
19 
To calculate the tunneling density of states, one needs to consider the 
fact that electrons incident with different transverse momenta, k, 
will have different probabilities of penetrating the barrier. This 
point was considered by McMillan (33) who asserted that the tunneling 
density of states was equal to a weighted average of the electronic 
density of states. 
D(0) is the normalized probability distribution of the tunneling 
electrons and 6 is the angle between the electron momentum and the 
normal to the interface. The variable, x, defining the metal-oxide 
surface is suppressed. For a perfectly rectangular barrier (specular 
tunneling), the distribution is Gaussian about 6=0, reflecting the 
fact that barrier penetration is most probable for electrons incident 
normal to the interface. 
1 
rir/Z 
N^(E) 
TT 
ImGi^Ckp sin 0,E)D(9)sin 0 d0 (30) 
3 exp —2 (31) 
where 3 is roughly 40. 
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V. PROXIMITY EFFECT TUNNELING 
We now consider tunneling into an N-S proximity sandwich where 
S is a superconductor and N is a thin normal metal or superconductor 
of small pair potential << Ag as pictured in Figure 2a. The 
tunneling Hamiltonian method of Cohen, Falicov and Phillips (32) 
described in the last section can also be applied to this system if 
the N and S layers are perfectly coupled. In the case where there 
exists some potential barrier at the NS interface due either to 
impurities or a difference in fermi velocity in N and S,then the 
tunneling Hamiltonian method is incorrect (34). A transmission 
coefficient of, e.g., 0.9 at the NS interface will introduce negligible 
corrections,whereas T = 0.5 may be significant for thick N layers. 
A model by McMillan ( 12) exploits the use of a potential barrier 
at the NS interface to determine the induced pair potentials Ag and A^ 
in the S and N layers. The model assumes a small transmission 
coefficient, T, and thus the metals of the sandwich perturb one another 
by the tunneling of electrons across the interface. In addition, 
the films are assumed to be thin enough so that the thickness, d, is 
on the order of a coherence length, , and the superconducting 
o 
properties are uniform across the film. McMillan (12) used second 
order self-consistent perturbation theory on each layer and obtained 
a set of coupled equations relating Ag and A^. The model has two 
parameters Tg and which lead to lifetime broadening of the pair 
potentials. They are related to the number of times an electron on 
Figure 2. Models of an NS proximity junction. 
a) Drawing (not to scale) showing the junction configuration 
allowing tunneling into the N side of an NS proximity sand­
wich. The N layer may in fact be a superconductor but with a 
below the temperature of the tunneling measurement, b) The 
assumed variation in the Arnold model of the pair potential 
A(x) across the NS sandwich. The thickness d^ of the "normal 
layer" is small compared with the coherence length of S. 
The bound state level is schematically represented as the 
dashed line and lies close to Ag 
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each side of the sandwich strikes the barrier: 
S,N 2 ' 
Here is the fermi velocity, dg ^ is the thickness of the S,N film, 
T is the barrier transmission coefficient and B is a function of the 
ratio of the mean free path to the thickness of the film. The 
perturbation approach forbids T from becoming too large and in the case 
of thin N layers T probably should not exceed 0.1. 
A number of attempts were made to apply the McMillan model to 
tunneling measurements into the N side of NS proximity sandwiches. 
Adkins and Kington (35) studied Ag-Pb, Cu-Pb and Sn-Pb sandwiches. 
They found qualitative but not quantitative agreement with the 
location of peaks in the density of states and also observed a 
mysterious dip in the density of states near the bulk Pb gap which 
was not explainable by McMillan's theory. Better agreement with 
the model in the gap region was obtained by Vrba and Woods ( 36) who 
reduced x by allowing an oxide to form on the interface of Al-Sn 
proximity sandwiches, thereby adhering more closely to the assumptions 
of the model. Extensive work on the Cu-Pb system was reported by 
Freake (37) and Prothero (38) who both found pronounced differences 
in the gap region between the model and experiment. These they 
attributed essentially to lack of complete understanding of the NS 
interface properties. They also saw the unexplainable dip in the 
normalized conductance near the bulk Pb gap. Proximity tunneling in 
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the ultra-thin N limit was performed by Wyatt et al. (39) on Zn-Pb 
sandwiches. They observed Pb phonon structure with better resolution 
than published work on pure Pb films but no attempt to obtain an 
2 
a F(w) spectrum was mentioned. Wyatt ^  al. (39) suggested that the 
dip in conductance near the Pb gap was not really a decrease of the 
density of states but rather an increase in the regions just below and 
above the dip. To fit the data with the McMillan model they had to 
perform an averaging of the values. 
Although none of the studies discussed above reported any analysis 
of the S layer phonon structure, it is doubtful that the McMillan 
tunneling model could be applied successfully to a quantitative 
2 , . * determination of a F(w) and y for the superconductor. Just as T 
cannot be too large, d cannot be too small for either layer or the 
perturbation approach breaks down. However, the ultra-thin N limit is 
desired for minimum response of N-layer phonon structure. The model 
also does not predict interference phenomena, such as the Tomasch 
(40) effect, by neglect of Andreev scattering processes (41). Chaikin 
et al. (42) attempted to analyze the phonon structure observed in NS 
proximity junctions by extending the McMillan model to include strong 
coupling effects. They studied Pb and Sn superconducting layers with 
Ag, Cu and A1 as the normal layers. The conclusion was that the 
model could not adequately describe the structures they observed. 
To observe S layer phonon behavior via tunneling into the N side 
of an NS proximity sandwich requires clean layers with good electrical 
contact. A theory by Arnold (13) determines the tunneling density of 
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states of an ultra-thin N layer in perfect contact with a semi-infinite 
slab of a clean S metal. As pictured in Figure 2b, the model assumes 
Aj^(E), exist in the S and N layers. The interface is assumed to be 
specularly transmitting with a unity transmission coefficient. The 
excited quasiparticle states obey the strong-coupling analog of the 
Bogoliubov equations (33) which are used to construct the double-layer 
Green's function. Equations 29 and 30 are then used to calculate the 
local density of states at the surface of N adjacent to the oxide tunnel 
barrier. The result is similar to that of Wolfram (43); however, the 
Arnold theory is extended to calculate self-consistently the induced 
pair potentials in N and S. The model assumes purely specular tunneling 
where D(0) is a delta function about 0 = 0, indicating that only electrons 
perpendicular to the tunnel barrier are transmitted. The Arnold 
expression for the tunneling density of states N^(E) takes on a lucid 
form when one considers E >> 6g(E), A^(E). In this case one obtains, 
that energy dependent but spatially constant pair potentials, Ag(E) and 
N^(E) = 1 + i Re 
(A_(E) -  A_(E))2 
e.xp (ZiAKd^) 
+ Re 
[6%(E)(Ag(E) - A^(E))] 
exp (iAKd^) (32) 
with 
N 
(33) 
V 
FN 
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Here Ag(E) is the value of the S pair potential at the NS interface. 
The N metal is described by the parameters d^, Z^fE), and which are 
the film thickness, renormalization function and fermi velocity, 
respectively. In order to account for any scattering that might occur 
in the N layer or at the NS interface, a phenomenological scattering 
length parameter 2^ has been included. As AKd^ 0 the terms containing 
Aj^(E) cancel and one obtains 
Ag(E) 
N (E) = 1 + i Re (34) 
^ E 
which is the bulk S metal result as expected. The tunneling density 
of states N^(E) exhibits unusual behavior at low energies. Even 
though an induced pair potential Aj^(E) exists in the N layer, there is 
no BCS singularity at the gap defined by This can be 
understood by looking at Figure 2b. Those excitations for 
Aj^(E) < E < Ag(E) which would normally be observed in tunneling into a 
bulk material with pair potential A^(E) are no longer observed because 
of the boundary conditions at X = 0 and X = d^. Eigenstates at these 
low energies are in a potential well and only those states exist 
for which there is coherent reflection from the walls. The number of 
discrete bound levels and their energies depends on the depth of the 
well, (Ag - A^), and the width d^. For the range of d^ described in 
this work there is only one bound state at energy, E^. As d^ gets 
small E^ approaches ultimately giving rise to the BCS singularity 
in the density of states. Conversely, increasing d^ lowers the 
bound state energy. The bound state and the oscillatory terms of Eq. 
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32 are both results of the Andreev (4l) quasiparticle reflection events 
at the pair potential barrier, The pair potential in a 
superconductor, A(w), scatters an electron-like quasiparticle into the 
condensate of pairs leaving a hole-like excitation behind. This 
scattering of electrons into holes is discussed in detail in Refs. 16 
and 33. For now,it is sufficient to realize that extracting Ag(E) from 
the tunneling density of states as shown in Eq. 32 poses a formidable 
problem. However, in the ultra-thin N limit a solution is realizable. 
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VI. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 
We first discuss the most critical part of the experiment, fabrica­
tion of the proximity sandwiches in ultra-high vacuum. This is followed 
by discussions of the junction fabrication, tunneling measurements at 
low temperatures, and numerical inversion of the data. 
A. Ultra-High Vacuum Technique 
The objective is to create an atomically clean and highly ordered 
interface between the two members of the proximity sandwich, here either 
V or VgGa and Al. This has been approached by ultra-high vacuum 
cleaning of a zone-refined and electropolished foil of V, followed by 
deposition of ultra-thin, continuous Al films (44) by evaporation in the 
same chamber. The starting V is electron-beam refined and cold-rolled 
MRC MARZ grade material. A typical impurity analysis obtained from the 
manufacturer is shown in Table 1. 
The method of preparing the V foil follows that successfully used 
by Shen (5) on Ta and Nb and is essentially a matter of raising the 
temperature of the foil by resistive heating to near the melting point 
(1890° for V) in a vacuum of less than 2 x 10 ^ Torr until the dissolved 
gases, principally N and 0, detrimental to the superconductivity of the 
metal, are released. In our work, as in that reported by Shen (5), the 
heating was continued until the foil actually melted across at one 
point (leaving two pieces standing clamped in position) thus inter­
rupting the heating current and causing an effective quenching of the 
metal. During the latter stages of this heating noticeable 
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Table 1. Typical chemical analysis of the initial 
vanadium foil, obtained from manufacturer 
Impurity Concentration (PPM) 
Si 130 
0 60 
Fe 51 
P 46 
A1 40 
C 20 
N 15 
S 10 
Ni 4.3 
Cu 1.6 
Ti 1.6 
CI 1.0 
H < 1.0 
Others < 1.0 
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recrystallization and sublimation of the metal foil occur. Subsequent 
inspection reveals the growth of grains whose dimensions are 0.1 mm or 
more. It appears that this process leads to an initial V surface not 
only chemically clean but also highly ordered and locally flat, so that 
the desired condition of specular transmission of electrons between N 
and S metals may occur, as postulated in the Arnold theory. 
The bakeable stainless steel vacuum chamber used for outgassing and 
recrystallizing the foils is shown schematically in Fig. 3. The pumping 
of gases in this unusual system, as described by Shen (45), occurs 
primarily by adsorption onto clean titanium deposited from the central 
Mo-Ti filament onto the large stainless steel wall areas which are held 
at 77 K by immersion in liquid nitrogen. 
-6 Both the initial baking of the chamber to about 10 Torr and sub­
sequent periodic removal of rare gases, monitored by a quadrupole mass 
spectrum analyzer, are done through a bakeable valve into a liquid 
nitrogen trapped 2" diffusion pump. After baking, the chamber pressure 
at 20°C can be lowered to the 10 ^ Torr range by use of the titanium 
filament, and when the chamber is partially immersed in liquid 
(Fig. 3) the pressure falls below 10 ^ Torr as monitored by the nude 
ionization gauge (I in Fig. 3). Heating of the foil with AC currents 
of up to 150 amperes (for .005" foil thickness) is monitored by an 
optical pyrometer through the window W and by the ion gauge I. The 
- 8  temperature is raised gradually, keeping the pressure below 10 Torr, 
and finally the foil melts across at one point typically at a pressure 
-9 in the low 10 range. 
Figure 3. Schematic diagram of the ultra-high vacuum chamber used for 
preparing A1 proximity layers on V and V^Ga foils. Here K 
represents a Type 304 stainless steel acid container with 
several 1 1/2" I.D. and one 4" I.D. flanged tubulation. The 
pumping sequence is initiated by roughing and baking into a 
trapped diffusion pump (not shown) through the bakeable valve 
V. Filaments of Mo-Ti are used to sublimate titanium metal 
onto the walls maintained at 77 K by immersion into the 
insulated container (E) filled with liquid N2. The foil (F) 
is heated by passing current from copper feedthroughs (C). 
The foil is cooled below room temperature by refrigerating 
the copper posts (C) and A1 is evaporated onto the foil from 
the source (A), monitored by quartz microbalance (M) and the 
deposit on the foil controlled by the shutter (Sh) positioned 
by the linear motion feedthrough (L). Shield (S) keeps 
titanium from the foil 
j u t  
/ / 
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A typical spectrum of residual gases as determined by the mass 
analyzer is shown in Fig. 4. The atomic mass identifies the particular 
element or compound, whereas the peak height gives an approximate 
measure of the partial pressure. The total pressure in this case is 
—10 
~6 X 10 Torr which is a typical value just before outgassing of the 
foil. Identifying the gases one finds the largest peaks at 1 and 18 
a.m.u. which are hydrogen and H^O respectively. The peaks from 12 to 
17 a.m.u. represent the methane group. These gases are emitted when 
the Ti-Mo filaments are heated. Periodic opening to the diffusion pump 
is successful in removing rare gases, as indicated by the extremely small 
peaks at 4, 20 and 40 a.m.u. which are helium, neon and argon. No 
spectra are taken while the foil is outgassing due to electrical inter­
ference, possibly arising by thermionic emission from the white-hot foil. 
Aluminum deposition onto the foil is started after it cools to 
room temperature, or, in recent work, after it is cooled by connecting 
copper braids to the copper posts C and immersing these braids in liquid 
Ng. This step is crucial to the formation of continuous ultra-thin A1 
films. The foil is cooled for about 30 minutes prior to the A1 deposit 
-10 in a vacuum which has quickly returned to the mid 10 Torr range 
after foil outgassing. Little contamination of the V surface is 
expected at this pressure where it is estimated less than a monolayer 
of gas strikes the foil surface every 30 minutes. Although no measure­
ments are taken, the foil temperature is probably reduced to below 0°C 
during the cooling period. After melting the A1 charge with the 
shutter Sh in the closed position, the shutter is opened in steps and 
(/) 
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Figure 4. Typical mass spectrum prior to resistive heating of the foil. The quadrupole analyzer 
measures intensity versus atomic mass in a.m.u. Peak heights give approximate measure of 
partial pressure of gas constituents. The total pressure Is generally in the mid 10"^*^ 
Torr range prior to foil outgassing and subsequently rises to the low 10"^ Torr range 
during the heating process. The largest peaks are at 1 a.m.u. (hydrogen) and 18 a.m.u. 
(HgO) with the methane group (12 a.m.u. to 17 a.m.u.) also a significant fraction 
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Figure 5. Schematic drawing of tunnel junctions fabricated on a proximity sandwich. The substrate 
(not drawn to scale) is a 0.005" thick foil of V, cleaned by resistive heating in ultra­
high vacuum, upon which a surface layer of VgGa may be formed. The shaded area depicts 
the thin A1 layer (40 A to 250 A) which is deposited on the clean foil and is in good 
electrical contact with it. Exposure to laboratory air allows a thin layer of insulating 
AI2O3 to form and the junction area is defined by a collodion mask. Contact is made to 
the vapor deposited In counterelectrode with In solder. Two contacts to the foil with 
silver paint allow a four terminal measurement of each junction 
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the average Al thicknesses deposited on the different portions of the 
foil are monitored with a 5 MHz quartz crystal microbalance (M), whose 
frequency is measured to the nearest Hz with a digital counter. 
o o 
Evaporation rates are in the range 1 A - 10 A sec . The absolute 
O 
thickness of A1 deposited t^^(A) is determined from the frequency change 
Af and the density of Al, p = 2.7 g/cc, from the relation t^^ = g2Af/p, 
where the geometrical calibration factor g can be estimated from the 
distances between F and M and the source A and calibrated by making a 
thick deposit. In a second calibration procedure the foil F is replaced, 
in a subsequent pumpdown, with a glass slide. The thickness of Al then 
evaporated onto this slide is estimated by measuring the optical 
(4000 A) transmission of the deposit, making use of a published tabula­
tion (46) of transmittance versus thickness for Al films on transparent 
substrates. The thickness measured in this fashion is that of the 
unoxidized Al as AlgO^ is transparent. One such calibration test 
O 
started with a 96 A Al layer as determined by the quartz monitor. Sub-
O 
sequent transmission analysis showed a thickness of 76 A indicating that 
approximately 20 A of Al was oxidized within a few hours, which is quite 
reasonable. This determination of N layer thickness is estimated 
. O 
accurate to ±8 A. 
The surface layers of V^Ga were grown following the diffusion 
reaction method of Tachikawa ^  (47). The V foil is outgassed 
without allowing it to melt and thus break electrical contact. The 
resistance of the foil is measured at different outgassing temperatures 
above 950°C which is the lower limit of the optical pyrometer. The 
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nearly linear resistance versus temperature plot is then extrapolated 
backward to allow an approximate determination of foil temperatures 
below 950°C. After cleaning, a layer of Ga (^^00 A) is deposited on 
the V foil from a heated quartz crucible located in a port near the A1 
boat but shielded from it. ITie Ga-coated foil is then annealed at 
temperatures from 700°C to 900°C for a period of 1 to 3 hours. Another 
100 A layer of Ga is deposited and the annealing procedure repeated. 
In some cases the process was monitored situ by Auger spectroscopy 
demonstrating the absence of initial oxygen on the V surface before Ga 
deposition and verifying that the final surface composition was within 
the A-15 stability range. After the annealing procedure, the foil is 
cooled as before and A1 layers are deposited. 
B. Junction Fabrication and Characterization 
After the completion of the A1 deposit the foils were made into 
tunneling samples, handling them as if they were simply A1 films, 
oxidized in laboratory air. Thus, upon venting of the vacuum chamber 
to tank oxygen and removal of the foils, all but a central strip on the 
Al-coated surface is masked with collodion applied with a fine brush. 
Oxidation of the A1 to produce a tunnel barrier occurs in air exposure 
over typically an hour's handling time. The foil is t^en mounted above 
a mask facing an In boat in a conventional ion pumped evaporator. Thick 
(0.5)j to l.Qy) crossing strips are evaporated at about 10 ^ Torr. In 
mounting the completed foil on a sample holder designed for immersion 
in liquid helium, electrical contacts are made by soldering directly 
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(using pure indium and no flux) to the In cross strips and to the V foil 
using silver paint (as shown in Fig. 5). Inspection of the foils indi­
cate extensive recrystallization has occurred. In the V foils near the 
melted region the grain dimensions are 0.1 mm and larger. Laue back-
reflection photographs at various points on similarly treated Nb foils 
show sharp diffraction spots corresponding to the high symmetry direc­
tions (100, (110), (111) of the bcc crystal but no preferred orientation 
is indicated. 
C. Tunneling Measurements 
2 2 
Measurements of I, dV/dl, and d V/dl versus bias voltage were 
made at typically 1.37 K using a conventional AC resistance bridge 
circuit and harmonic detection (48). A magnetic field of 300 Oe parallel 
to the foil was used to drive the In counterelectrode normal thereby 
removing the strong In phonon structure and simplifying analysis of the 
V phonon structure. The cryostat allowed rotation of the foil in the 
magnetic field; a larger field applied perpendicular to the foil was 
used to drive the V normal to measure dV/dl^, needed to construct the 
normalized conductance (dV/dl)^^/(dV/dl)^. The magnetic field was 
measured by a Rawson-Lush rotating coil gaussmeter. 
2 2 
The dV/dl and d V/dl spectra in both superconducting and normal 
states were recorded on x-y charts and in addition were fed into an 
analog-to-digital converter for numerical recording via a teletype. 
Recordings were taken at 0.2 mV increments and in some cases the data 
were punched onto paper tapes. 
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D. Numerical Inversion of the Data 
The McMillan-Rowell inversion program as described by Hubin (49) 
was modified to incorporate the proximity effect nature of this work. 
This was accomplished by replacing the expression for the tunneling 
density of states of a bulk superconductor (Eq. 28) by the Arnold 
expression, N^(E), which is shown only for high energies in Eq. 32. The 
general features of the McMillan-Rowell inversion scheme are maintained. 
Self-consistent determination of the S-layer pair potential, Ag(E), is 
2 
accomplished via the Eliashberg equations and a trial a F(w). Correc-
2 
tions to a F(w) are made by comparing - 1) to N^XE)/Og^g - 1 
where a is the normalized conductance data and a is the normalized J5LB 
conductance for a BCS superconductor with gap After each refine-
2 * 
•ment of a F(w) the value of y is determined by requiring A^CA^^) = Ag_. 
The gap of the superconductor, is determined by analysis of the low 
bias tunneling data as described later. As Eq. 32 shows, a proper 
inversion of the tunneling data requires knowledge of A^^E), Z^^E) and 
d^/?^. However, in the limit d^, d^/&^ 0 the terms containing A^^E) 
cancel and only the S terms remain. For nonzero but small values of 
d„ and d.jL^ cancellation is not complete but the contribution from N N N 
Aj^(E) is amall nonetheless and a perturbative approach is taken to 
determine all of the unknowns. A complete description of the methods 
for determining both the N and S layer properties is given in Ref. 
16 and only a summary will be presented here. 
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The pair potential in the S metal is assumed to obey the Eliashberg 
integral equations (Eqs. 13a and 13b) where Ag(E) is the value at the 
NS interface and slightly reduced from the bulk value. The pair poten­
tial in the N layer A^^E) is given in the Arnold model for clean, weak 
coupling, thin N-layers by 
' 'Gc / A' 
dE' Re[ ^ K (E',E) (35a) 
Ago \ S 7 
Z^(E) 
=  1 - 1  dE' Ref^ )K_(E',E) (35b) 
Ago \ S " 
r~2 F 
where = / E - Ag , and 
fOO 
dE 
0 E'+E+E" - E'-E+E" J  ^ S,N^^ 
(35c) 
Because of the cancellation involving A^(E) the zeroth order Ag(E) can 
be determined from the thinnest A1 sample by assuming A^(E) = 0. There 
are three schemes for determining the N layer (Al) properties, A^^E) 
and Zj^(E) . 
1. Scheme 1 
This method assumes the Al layer has properties of bulk Al: hence 
2 the r: F(w) bulk Al (50) is used in Eqs. 35a,b,c along with the zeroth 
order value for the S-layer pair potential, Ag(E), and the assumption 
" 0.11. 
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2. Scheme 2 
This method assumes, following Eq. 35, that is unchanged in 
O O 
the thickness (d^) range 20 A to 200 A, so that differences in the 
tunneling density of states can be attributed to the change in d^ only. 
Using the zeroth value, Ag(E), from a sample showing little A1 structure, 
A^^(E) is determined using Eq. 32 and a sample with larger d^ and cor­
respondingly larger A1 structure. This value of A^(E) is then used to 
redetermine Ag(E) from the thin d sample. The procedure is iterated 
until convergence occurs. 
3. Scheme 3 
Using the zeroth value, Ag(E), the McMillan-Rowell inversion method 
is applied to determine A^(E), a F^(w) and y ^ via Eqs. 35a,b,c. 
Generally, a thin A1 sample is used to obtain Ag(E) and a thicker A1 
2 
sample is inverted to obtain and a F^(w). However, the same 
thin A1 sample may be used and the procedure applied to different 
2 
energy regions of the data. The a F(w) for A1 can be determined at 
energies greater than the S-layer phonon energies which is just where 
2 the A1 structure is strongest. The bulk value of a F(w) for A1 is used 
for lower energies. Although this last method has limitations in energy 
range, it has the advantage of determining the A1 and S-layer properties 
from the same junction. 
In practice it is found that the value of d^/^^ can be obtained 
2 2 independently of a F(w). This occurs as the a F(w) shape depends on the 
slope do(E)/dE, while d^/K^ principally influences an additive constant 
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to From Eq. 32 it can be seen that the term exp(-d^/5^) will 
dampen any structure appearing in Ag(E) . If is assumed infinite in 
the McMillan-Rowell inversion when it actually has some finite value, 
2 then the reduction in structure for a(E) results in an a F(w) of the 
correct shape but scaled down in size. This in turn leads to a calcu­
lated (N^(E)/ag^g - 1) which has a positive offset from the measured 
reduced conductance. The value of d^/&^ can be uniquely determined by 
minimizing this offset. The appearance of this offset in analyzing 
proximity sandwich tunneling data is strikingly similar to the offset 
observed in the tunneling studies on bulk Nb (6,51) and Nb^Sn (9) 
reported in the literature. This similarity has prompted reanalysis of 
published tunneling data on Nb (52,53) and Nb^Sn (54) assuming the 
presence of a thin proximity layer and using the modified McMillan-
Rowell inversion procedure. The proximity analysis leads, as expected, 
"k 
to a substantial decrease in the offset and changes \ and y to more 
physically reasonable values. 
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VII. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
A. Vanadium 
Over a period of two years, 13 V foils were prepared and tunnel 
junctions of the form cjAlgOgjAllv were fabricated, with each foil 
yielding up to 10 junctions. The counterelectrode, C, was usually In 
but A1 was also tried in one instance. In Table 2 are listed the 
important parameters of the junctions to be discussed. One indication 
of junction quality is the amount of current due to nontunneling 
processes. This leakage current is described quantitatively by the 
ratio of the junction resistance at high bias voltage to the value at 
zero bias. A value of 3% or lower for the leakage current was here 
regarded as acceptable. In Fig. 6 is shown an I-V curve for junction 
V-Al-12-7 which has an unoxidized A1 thickness d^ = (21 ± 8)A. For 
T = 1.36 K the In counterelectrode is superconducting and the sharp 
current rise at 1.34 meV corresponds to the sum gap indicating 
that AgQ = 0.80meV. A precise value of the leakage current was obtained 
by comparing the measured zero bias conductance to that of a thermally 
smeared BCS superconductor with gap AQ = 0.80 meV resulting in a value of 
2% for the junction. This low value suggests that the thin A1 layer is 
reasonably continuous. Any agglomeration of the A1 layer leading to 
pinholes in the oxide would permit low resistance tunneling or ohmic 
contact directly to the V. Previous studies (7,55) have shown these 
processes typically lead to leakage currents of 30% and higher. Fig. 7 
displays the I-V characteristic for a series of junctions fabricated on 
Table 2. Characteristics of V proximity tunnel junctions selected for extensive analysis. 
Typical analysis of starting V is given in Table 1 
Junction A1 layer ^ Leakage A (meV)^ Comments 
Thickness (A) % 
V—Al—8—3 
V-Al-8-5 
V—Al—8—7 
V—Al—8—8 
V-Al-12-7 
65 
123 
175 
230 
21 
< 1 
< 1.5 
< 1.5 
< 1 
2 
0.78 
0.75 
0.73 
0.71 
0 . 8 0  
Clear phonon structure of both V and 
Al. No discernible dip in the normal­
ized conductance above 
Strong Al phonon structure; dimin­
ished V phonons; all exhibit a dip 
in the normalized conductance just 
above AgQ. 
Excellent V phonon structure, minimal 
Al interference. No dip in the nor­
malized conductance near 
A determined by fitting the normalized conductance with the In normal to a thermally 
smeared BCS density of states at 1.37°K. 
Figure 6. Current-voltage plot for junction V-Al-12-7 which has a 
measured Al thickness = 21 ± 8 A. The In counterelectrode 
is superconducting and the xlO trace indicates a leakage cur­
rent less than 2% of that obtained with both electrodes normal. 
The steep rise at 1.33 meV corresponds to Ag + Ajjjj indicating 
(for Ajjj = 0.53 meV) that Ag = 0.80 meV for V. 
X 10 
- . 2  - -
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Figure 7. Systematic study of I-V plots for tunnel junctions fabricated 
on the same V foil but with varying A1 layer thicknesses. 
Leakage values for all junctions are below 1.5%. The In 
counterelectrode is superconducting and Ag + (location of 
peak in dl/dV) decreases from 1.32 meV for d^^ = 65 A to 
1.25 meV for d^ = 230 A. Note the current shoulder beginning 
to form as d^^ increases 
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the same V foil but with different A1 thicknesses. Several features 
are prominent in this systematic study. Leakage values determined by 
the resistance ratio method are below 1.5% across the foil. The 
location of the sharp current rise decreases from 1.32 mV for d^ = 65 A 
O 
to 1.25 mV for d^ = 230 A. Under the closer scrutiny of the derivative 
measurement dV/dl, one can see the development of a current shoulder 
above which is a characteristic feature of proximity sandwiches 
with thicker N layers (5,39). Another indication that the A1 films are 
continuous is the absence of a normal state conductance peak at zero 
bias. These zero-bias anomalies are common in junctions formed by glow-
discharge or thermal oxidation of the V surface (7) and presumably are 
a result of the antiferromagnetic and semiconducting properties of 
vanadium oxides. In all the V-Al junctions described in this work, the 
conductance peak at zero-bias is nuch less than 1% and in some cases 
is undetectable. 
Although the bulk of this work is concerned with application of 
the Arnold model to fit the tunneling data at high bias, i.e., near 
phonon energies, the model can also provide a satisfactory analysis of 
the low bias or gap region data. In fact, the most prominent feature 
of the gap region for proximity effect tunneling, the current shoulder 
or correspondingly the dip in dynamic conductance, is easily explainable 
within the Arnold theory. In this low-bias analysis, the pair poten­
tials, Ajjj and Ag, are assumed to be constant in energy and equal to the 
gap values A^^ and As mentioned previously, quasiparticle excita­
tions with energies between A^ and Ag are in a potential well of depth 
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Ag - A^. DeGennes and Saint-James (56) showed that there exists at 
least one bound state in this well. The energy of the bound state, E^, 
is determined by the depth of the well and the width, d^. As one 
increases d^ from zero, is lowered from the value Ag. Quasiparticle 
states with wave vectors not normal to the interface are also bound but 
with effectively larger values of d^ and hence lower energies. A plot 
of the Arnold N^(E) for E near the gap Ag is given in Fig. 8. In this 
case Ag = 1.4 meV, A^ = 0 and R = 2Zj^dj^/^Vp = 0.02(meV) This value of 
R corresponds roughly to an A1 layer 100 A thick. Random tunneling 
(D(0) = 1) is assumed to demonstrate the shape of N^(E) below E^. For 
specular tunneling, N^(E) will decrease much more rapidly below E^. No 
states exist between E^ and Ag which gives rise to the conductance dip 
observed in proximity effect tunneling. To observe this dip,one needs 
to make measurements at very low temperatures or else allow the counter-
electrode to become superconducting where the improved energy resolution 
is limited only by intrinsic lifetime broadening or by inhomo-
geneity in the gap energy due to strain, etc. This broadening is 
approximately described in our numerical analysis by assuming the 
counterelectrode is a BCS superconductor with a complex energy gap, 
Aj^ + iAj, where A^ is the bulk gap value and A^ is generally a small 
value ^ .05 meV (39). In Fig. 9 is plotted the normalized conductance 
for T = 1.37 K, assuming a superconducting counterelectrode of gap 
A^ = (0.53 + .Oli) meV and an Arnold N^(E) described by Ag = 0.8 meV, 
A^ = 0.4 meV and various values of R. For R = 0.003, which is approxi-
O 
mately the value for a 20 A A1 layer, the conductance appears as if 
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Figure 8. Arnold density of states N^CE) for Ag = 1.4 meV, Ag = 0, 
d/£ = 0 and R = 0.02(ineV)~*. This value of R approximates 
an A1 layer 100 A thick. Random tunneling is assumed to 
demonstrate the shape due to the bound levels below E^. For 
perfectly specular tunneling there is only one bound state 
located at E^. Note that E^ is within one microvolt of Ag. 
Inclusion of finite mean free path, I, will broaden the 
curve 
Figure 9. Normalized conductance versus energy for model tunnel junction 
assuming a BCS-like superconducting counterelectrode and a 
proximity sandwich with an Arnold density of states, N^CE). 
The proximity sandwich is described by Ag = 0.8 meV, Ajj = 0.4 
meV and three values of R in (meV)~^. The counterelectrode 
models In with AQ = 0.53 + O.Oli meV and the small imaginary 
term allows for intrinsic broadening of the energy gap. Note 
that for R = 0.003 the proximity sandwich behaves like a bulk 
superconductor with A = 0.8 meV. For R = 0.06 the conductance 
shows a dramatic dip above Ag + AQ 
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tunneling between two superconductors is taking place, with no apparent 
evidence of proximity effect behavior. As R increases the bound state 
pulls away from Ag and a slight dip develops. Further increase of R 
to0.06(meV) ^ results in a dramatic dip in the dynamic conductance even 
though the peak has not changed much from the value Ag + = 1.33 meV. 
Application of the Arnold model to fit quantitatively the low 
energy tunneling data is more successful for junctions with ultra-thin 
N layers than for those with larger d^. This is also true for higher 
energy tunneling data and merely reflects the fact that in the ultra-
thin case plausible assumptions can be made concerning the effects of 
parameters which cannot be directly measured. For example, the 
parameter 6 in McMillan's expression for D(6) is not well-known but for 
ultra-thin N layers the density of bound states in N^(E) is so sharply 
peaked about that perfectly specular tunneling can be assumed. 
Also, the value of d^/K^ which is unknown for the thicker A1 junctions 
can be assumed to be nearly zero in the ultra-thin case. This assump­
tion is later verified in the analysis of the phonon spectrum. Another 
concern is the possibility that the reflection coefficient for non-
Andreev processes at the NS interface is not zero as has been assumed 
thus far. Although the junctions are fabricated in ultra-high vacuum 
making oxide growth unlikely, one can still have a reflection coeffi­
cient due to a difference in Fermi velocities in N and S. When a 
reflection coefficient, r = 1 - T is included in the Arnold model (13), 
it appears in both the superconducting and normal states and thus tends 
to cancel when the normalized conductance is evaluated. However, both 
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the value of Ag at the NS interface and the bound state energy are 
quite sensitive to a reflection or equivalently a transmission coeffi­
cient T. The reduction of A^ from is given to lowest order in 
by (57) 
As = 2-!-; ] (36) 
where x is the transmission coefficient at the NS interface. For ultra-
thin N layers, Ag typically equals A^^^^ no matter what the value of 
T. The effect of T on the location of the bound state energy E^ has 
been considered by Bar-Sagi and Entin-Wohlman (58); Fig. 10 displays 
their results for several x values. As x decreases from unity, falls 
more rapidly with increasing R. Since R is a known parameter for a 
given junction, one could estimate x if E^ could be determined. This 
can be done in principle by allowing E^ to be a fit parameter in N^(E) 
and determining the best fit to the gap region data. This procedure 
was attempted on several In]AI2O2|A1|V junctions. 
The junction V-Al-12-7 has a measured A1 thickness of (21 ± 8)A 
with a resulting value of R = 0.004(meV) This assumes = 1.45 and 
g 
v„ = 2.02 X 10 cm/sec for Al. To determine à the normalized conduct-£  O  
ance was measured with the In driven normal and compared to a thermally 
smeared (1.37 K) BCS function. The best fit was for a gap value 
Ag = 0.80 ± 0.005 meV as shown in Fig. 11. The use of a BCS model to 
determine the gap is valid in the ultra-thin N limit as demonstrated for 
Nb in Ref. 15. Using Eq. 36 one obtains A^"^^ = 0.81 meV for x = 1.0. 
This precise determination of Ag allows one to compare theory and 
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Figure 10. Plot of the Bar-Sagi, Entin-Wohlman expression for the 
location of the bound state as a function of R for 
various normal-electron transmission coefficients, x, at 
the NS interface. Since R can be measured, an experimental 
determination of Eg and Ag should allow an estimate of T 
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Figure 11. Comparison of measured normalized conductance for junction 
V-Al-2-7 to that of an ideal BCS superconductor with A = 0.80 
meV at 1.37 K. The measurements were done with an applied 
field of 300 Oe parallel to the foil to drive the In normal. 
The use of the BCS model to determine the energy gap for a 
proximity sandwich is valid in the ultra-thin N limit as is 
evident by the fit 
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experiment in the case where the in counterelectrode is superconducting. 
In Fig. 12 the normalized resistance data is fit with Ag = 0.80 meV, 
= ( .53 + 0.04i)n'.eV, R = 0.004 and A^ = 0.4 meV. The value of the 
N-layer gap A^ was taken from high energy analysis discussed later but, 
in fact, the fit is quite insensitive to A^. The value of was 
determined assuming x = 1.0 resulting in a good fit. However, the data 
have a sharper curvature beyond the peak indicating that is lower as 
inferred by the trend in Fig. 9. A better fit to the data is found in 
Fig. 13. In this case was determined by a value of R which gave the 
best fit to the data. By comparing the value of E^/Ag to the known 
value of R and using the curves in Fig. 10 one obtains an estimate for 
T to be near 1.0. Of course, this estimate of T assumes our choices 
for the parameters other than E^ were accurate. Since Ag is precisely 
measured and the real part of A^ is fixed by the position of the peak 
in conductance, the only other unknown is the imaginary part of A^. 
This parameter gives an overall broadening to the fit and was chosen 
to fit the width of the conductance peak. The value of 0.04 meV is 
also consistent with that obtained in other work (39). Therefore, the 
approximation of a unity transmission coefficient is reasonable for 
V-Al-12-7. 
Attempts to use this procedure of estimating T for thicker A1 
junctions were not as satisfactory. For junction V-Al-8-8 the measured A1 
thickness was d^ = 230 A giving R = 0.05(meV) . From Eq. 36 the value 
of Ag can range from0.70meV to0.81meV depending on the value of T. 
Therefore, Ag cannot be precisely determined. Also, the approximation 
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Figure 12. Comparison of normalized resistance data for V-Al-12-7 (dots) to an Arnold NT(E) (solid 
line) described by the parameters Ag, Ajq and R. The imaginary part of the counterelec-
trode gap is chosen to fit the width of the peak. Note the sharper curvature of the 
data beyond the peak compared to the model curve indicating E is slightly lower than 
the value determined with the measured R 
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Figure 13. Comparison of measured normalized resistance data for V-Al-12-7 to the Arnold N^CE). 
Here 
calculate the E 
E Q was allowed to be a fit parameter by choosing an R value (not the measured R) to 
which best fit the data. Comparison of E^/Ag to the measured R yields 
a transmission coefficient still very close to 1.0 
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that is zero begins to break down for larger d^ values. A plot 
of dynamic resistance for V-Al-8-8 is given in Fig. 14 along with a 
theoretical plot using the Arnold N^(E). Although the general features 
are reproduced by the model, the location of the dip is not matched. 
It appears that the inherent energy width in states above Ag may have to 
be considered, requiring the inclusion of a nonzero value for 
Using the curves of Fig. 10 and the values of E^/Ag and R, the rough 
estimate T>0.7 is obtained. This is consistent with the choice of 
Ag = 0.76 as obtained from Eq. 36. No attempt was made to fit the data 
of Fig. 14 with the McMillan tunneling model for proximity sandwiches, 
as that model is unable to predict a dip in the density of states (37,38) 
and is inappropriate to cases of strong NS coupling. 
The value of the bulk energy gap, AgQ = 0.81 meV, for vanadium at 
T = 1.37 K, H = 300 De, obtained from V-Al-12-7 still needs to be 
corrected to T = 0 and H = 0. The temperature dependence of the V gap 
has been measured using far infrared absorption techniques (59) and it 
fits the BCS theoretical curve. Miihlschlegel (60) has tabulated A(t) 
versus reduced temperature t = T/T^ from the BCS theory. Using the 
measured T^ of 5.35 ±0.03 K and temperature of 1.37 K, one obtains 
t=0.255 which results in a negligible correction to A^^. The effect 
of an applied magnetic field of 300 Oe is more difficult to estimate. 
This is due to the fact that the existing models (61,62) only apply to 
thin films where d < and the gap A can be assumed spatially constant. 
Similarly, experiments measuring the gap as a function of applied field 
for bulk superconductors have been restricted to thin films (63,64), 
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Figure 14. Comparison of measured normalized resistance for V-Al-8-8^(dots) to an Arnold Nm(E) 
(solid line). The A1 thickness for this junction is 230 A leading to an R value of 
0.05(meV)"l. The theoretical curve gives a good qualitative fit to the data. The dis­
crepancy in the location of the dip is thought to be in the simplifying assumption of 
the program that d/Z = 0 
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however, using the results of the thickest films should give a good 
estimate for our case. Using Fig. 11c of Ref. 63 the measured field 
dependence for a 4800 A A1 film is accurately fit by the equation 
2 
A(H)/A(0) = 1 - D(H/H^) where D is a given function of the film thick­
ness divided by the penetration depth and is approximately 0.04 in this 
case. For vanadium the thermodynamic critical field is reported as 
1420 Oe (65). An applied field of 300 Oe therefore results in a cor-
2 
rection factor D(H/H^) = 0.002 which again is negligible. Although 
these calculations cannot be rigorously applied to our case where a 
O 
thin (20 A) layer of A1 is present, they indicate that the applied 
field is unlikely to affect the measured gap value by more than 1%. 
This is of course corroborated by comparing our measured value of 
=0.81 ± .01 meV for the bulk V to values obtained by ultrasonic SO gap 
(66) techniques which give A = 0.795 ± .02 meV. 
In Fig. 15 is shown the dynamic resistance versus bias voltage 
for V-Al-12-7 in both the superconducting and normal state. In the 
superconducting state clear evidence of V phonon response can be seen 
near 20 mV and 28 mV along with a small dip occurring at the LA phonon 
of A1 near 37 mV. There is also some structure apparent near 10 mV 
which was consistently observed in all the V-Al junctions. The phonon 
2 . 2 
structure is more clearly resolved in a trace of d V/dl versus 
eV - as shown in Fig. 16. The gap of 0.81 meV is subtracted from 
the bias so that peaks in the second derivative trace correspond 
directly to phonon energies. Physically, this means that a quasi-
particle can at most be scattered to the lowest energy state at E = A 
V-AI-12-7 
dA, = 2IÂ 
T = l .37®K, H = 300 Oe SUR 
NORM. 
lOmV 20 mV 30mV 40 mV 50 mV 
BIAS-» 
Figure 15. Tracings of the dynamic resistance for junction V-Al-12-7 in the normal and supercon­
ducting state. An H field of 300 Oe was applied parallel to the foil plane to drive the 
In normal and remove the In phonon structure in obtaining the superconducting curve. 
Note the phonon structure near 10, 20, 30 and 40 meV for the superconducting curve. An H 
field of 5.5 KOe was applied perpendicular to the foil to obtain the normal curve 
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by the emission of a real phonon. The arrows in Fig. 16 label the 
energies of peaks in the phonon spectra of V and Al. As is evident, 
the Al phonon response is vrak compared to that of V, especially below 
30 meV. The advantage of using Al for the N layer is that its strongest 
peak in the phonon spectrum is near 37 meV which is beyond the cutoff 
energy for phonons in most high T^ superconductors. In both Figs. 15 
and 15 a field of H = 300 Oe parallel to the foil surface is applied to 
drive the In counterelectrode normal. It is assumed that the field 
2 
will have negligible effects on the shape and magnitude of the a F(w) 
determined from the data. Recent work by Wilson (67) on tunneling into 
the N side of Cu-Pb proximity junctions shows that even for H fields 
near the of Pb, the shape of the Pb phonon structure is unchanged 
although the magnitude is weakened. In our case, where the the 
V foil is near 5 KOe, the size of the phonon response is not expected 
to be diminished substantially by the 300 Oe field. Recent measure­
ments by us on AgjAI2O21Al|Ta junctions indicate a 6% reduction in the 
peak height of second derivative phonon structure for an applied field 
of 230 Oe. This measurement was possible because the Ag is normal at 
H = 0. Since the thermodynamic critical field, H^, of Ta is 830 Oe, 
and the of the particular sample is below 1000 Oe, one is justified 
in stating that the reduction in phonon response for V is much less 
than 6% given the much higher values of and 
The large value of for V-Al-12-7 is consistent with measured 
residual resistivity ratio (RRR) of approximately 14. Radebaugh and 
Keesom (65) have measured the very pure V samples (RRR = 140) to 
V-A I -12 -7  
T=  l . 37®K,  H  =  300  Oe  
SUP J3 
NORM, 
20 40  50  
eV-  A  (meV)  
Figure 16. Tracing of directly measured d^V/dl^ versus energy for V-Al-12-7. The zero of energy is 
shifted to the gap edge to compare peaks in the data to peaks in the phonon spectrum of 
V and of A1 which are marked by arrows. The second derivative data is integrated to con­
struct a dV/dl curve with clear phonon structure 
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be 2971 Oe. The calculated mean free path. P., of their V was 2450 A. 
Using Eq. 29 of their paper which scales £ with the residual resistivity, 
O 
p^, we obtain a mean free path of 250 A. We can estimate the value of 
H^2 calculating K where k = Eq, 27 of Ref. 65 expresses K 
as a sum of two terms, K = where < depends on the mean free 
path and is determined to be 0.848. The ratio of K for our sample to 
that of Radebaugh and Keesom (65) due to the difference in residual 
resistivity, </<„ „ - 2.0, results in an estimated H _ = 5900 Oe. This 
K* K CZ 
is close to the measured value and indicates that no substantial inter-
diffusion of A1 into the V has taken place as this would greatly 
enhance Typically, a 5.5 KOe field (the limit of our magnet) 
applied perpendicular to the foil plane was sufficient to drive the V 
normal. However, in some cases it was necessary to warm the sample to 
near T to obtain a normal state curve. 
c 
An example of the tunneling characteristics for a thicker A1 layer 
is given in Fig. 17. In this case the junction V-Al-8-3 has an A1 
thickness of 70 A and a nominal value of 0.77 ± 0.02 meV for the gap, 
AgQ. The gap was determined by fitting the normalized conductance at 
low bias to a thermally smeared BCS density of states. This method is 
not precisely correct in the case of thicker N layers where the 
proximity effects become apparent in the gap region, and therefore the 
estimated error is larger than in V-Al-12-7. There is a dramatic 
increase in the relative amplitude of aluminum phonon structure dis-
2 2 played in the d V/dl plot of Fig. 17, although the overall scale is 
reduced approximately by a factor of two compared to Fig. 16, It is 
V"Al - 8"3 
dAi = 70®A 
As = .775 mV 
T = l .37°K, H=300 Oe 
t-H 
TJ 
:— 20 40 50 
eV-A (meV) 
Figure 17. Tracing of d^V/dl^ data for V-Al-8-3 to indicate the change in tunneling characteristics 
as the A1 layer thickness is increased. Here d^j^ is measured to be 70 Â. The overall 
scale is reduced by approximately a factor of two compared to Fig. 16. Note the increase 
in relative amplitude of A1 phonon structure to that of V as compared to Fig. 16 
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important to realize that the difference between Figs. 16 and 17 is 
not due to some dramatic change in the induced pair potentials, Ag(E) 
and . Rather, the effects of a larger d and correspondingly a 
larger d/£ value are a dampening of the Ag(E) structure and an increasing 
of the A^(E) structure as can be seen from Eqs. 32 and 33. Clearly, 
2 
any attempt to invert the data of V-Al-8-3 and obtain the a F(w) for 
vanadium would require an accurate determination also of A^(E). 
Because of the better resolution of the second derivative data com-
2 2 pared to the first derivative measurement, the d V/dl is integrated and 
fit to the dV/dl data to obtain maximum clarity in the phonon regions. 
The fitting procedure is applied separately to the superconducting and 
normal state second derivative data and therefore is slightly different 
than the technique described in Ref. 49. The fitted, normalized con­
ductance of V-Al-12-7 vas inverted using the modified McMillan-Rowell 
(MMR) inversion method where A^^E) is assumed to be zero in Eq. 32. 
The resulting expression then replaces Eq. 28 in the conventional pro-
2 gram. Of course, the energy range where the a F(w) for V is fit to the 
data cannot include the region where the longitudinal A1 phonon (36.5 
meV) is prominent. This requires cutting off the fitting procedure at 
2 30 meV. The result of this MMR program is the a. F(w) spectrum shown in 
Fig. 18 where the dashed line indicates the cutoff in the fitting pro-
O 
cedure. The measured values Ag^ = 0.80 meV and d = 20 A along with 
^ 8 the value of = 2.02 x 10 cm/sec (68) were inserted into the pro­
gram and the best fit to the data was obtained for a value of d/Z = 
0.02 as shown in Fig. 19. The reduced conductance, - 1, is 
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plotted versus (eV - A) and the dashed line indicates the calculated 
2 * 
curve as obtained from the a F(w) spectrum and a value of y = 0.075. 
The fit to the data is very good up to the cutoff energy (30 meV) and 
then deviates substantially in the A1 phonon region. This is expected 
since the term containing the A1 phonon information, A^XE), has not yet 
been included. 
It should be noted that a conventional inversion of this data, 
i.e., d, d/£ = 0 results in a calculated reduced conductance below 
30 meV which is of the correct shape but is shifted upward by approxi­
mately three times the deviation shown in Fig. 18. A value of 0.615 
for X is obtained from the MMR inversion along with a calculated T^ of 
5.36°K which indicates that even this zeroth order determination for 
the pair potential, Ag°(E), results in physically reasonable values. 
The inclusion of A^^(E) into the inversion procedure requires 
application of one of the inversion schemes described previously. In 
scheme 1 the induced pair potential, A^(E) , is determined using Eq, 32 
2 
and the a F(w) for bulk A1 (50). The result is an improved fit to the 
measured reduced conductance; however, the line shape near the A1 
longitudinal phonon is much sharper than observed in the data. This 
O 
indicates that the effective phonon spectrum of the 20 A A1 film on V 
is broader than that of bulk Al. Scheme 2 determines A^^(E) by using 
Ag°(E) and the measured tunneling density of states of a thick Al 
O junction. Using scheme 2 with V-Al-8-8 (d^^ = 230 A) again produces 
an Al pair potential with phonon structure too sharp to fit the 
V-Al-12-7 data, indicating a 230 A Al layer to be similar to bulk Al. 
Figure 18. The Eliashberg function, a^F(a)), for V obtained from the MMR 
approximation Ajj(E) = 0. The a^F(a)) function is fit to the 
tunneling conductance over the energy range 6.8 meV to 30 meV. 
The high energy cutoff (dashed line) is necessary in this 
initial inversion to prevent the longitudinal A1 phonon struc­
ture from incorrectly entering the arF(w) of V. The listed 
values of A and y* are slightly increased when Aj^(E) contribu­
tions (below) are taken into account 
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Figure 19. Reduced conductance for V-Al-12-7 from measured data ^solid line) and calculated result 
of MMR inversion. The input parameters are d^^ ~ 20 A, d/R = 0.02, and Ago " 0.80 meV. 
The fit deviates beyond 30 meV because the initial approximation A^jCE) = 0 does not 
account for Ai phonon structure 
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To obtain an induced A1 pair potential with broadened phonon 
features similar to that observed in V-Al-12-7, the A^^(E) obtained from 
a previous study on Nb was used. The scale of this pair potential, now 
Nb 
referred to as A^(E), was reduced to agree with the low energy behavior 
of A^^(E) obtained from schemes 1 and 2 just described. The pair poten­
tial was determined using scheme 2 on a Nb-Al junction with 
O 
100 A of Al. For the Nb junctions the tunneling density of states 
deviates from a BCS density of states of the same gap by approximately 
1% near peaks in the Nb phonon spectrum. Therefore, as Eq. 35 demon-
Nb 
strates, the effect of Nb phonon structure on is quite small. 
This means that in general the induced pair potentials in similar thin 
Al layers backed by dissimilar S layers will be different only in 
overall scale which is essentially determined by the gap values of the 
superconductors. Another small correction involves shifting the zero 
of the phonon energies to the value of the induced Al gap, This 
hybrid pair potential, A^(E) , therefore has an overall scale which is 
close to that obtained from V-Al-8-8 (scheme 2) but has the broadened 
phonon features of the ultra-thin Al samples. 
The real test of quality for A^^(E) is the degree to which it 
improves the fit of the measured data. Inclusion of A^^(E) into the 
inversion procedure results in the calculated reduced conductance shown 
in Fig. 20. In this case a value of à/I = 0.14 produces a remarkably 
good fit with an R.M.S. deviation of 2 :: 10 The resulting a^F(to) 
shown in Fig. 21 exhibits the same shape as that obtained from the MMR 
inversion (Fig. 18) but with an increase in scale. The inclusion of 
Figure 20. Experimental reduced conductance (solid line) and calculated 
result (dots) after inclusion of A^i(E) into the inversion 
program. Although the fitting procedure extends to 33.4 meV 
the calculated curve matches the data up to 54 meV (further 
than shown) to two parts in 10^. The input value of d/S, is 
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Figure 21. Eliashberg function, a F(w), for V after inclusion of 
into the inversion procedure. Arrows mark the positions of 
peaks in the phonon spectrum of V determined from neutron 
scattering (Schweiss). Calculated results of the inversion 
are X = 0.79, p* = 0.16 and T = 4.94 K 
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2 
A^^(E) also allows a determination of a F(w) beyond 30 meV and in this 
case the high energy cutoff is 33.4 mV. Attempts to use a higher cut-
2 
off energy in the inversion results in an abrupt drop of a F(w) to zero 
beyond 33.4 meV with no change at lower energies. This small kink is 
not in the measured data and therefore is attributed to the input A^^(E). 
In any case, this is a small effect and the cutoff in the neutron 
phonon spectrum is closer to the extrapolation of the high energy tail 
in Fig. 21. The arrows in Fig. 21 mark the location of peaks in the 
phonon spectrum obtained by Schweiss (69) using inelastic neutron scat­
tering at 77 K. The locations of the transverse and longitudinal 
acoustic peaks at 20.2 meV and 27.8 meV are accurately reproduced by 
2 the tunneling a F(w). Also, the high energy cutoff in the phonon 
2 
spectrum at 37 mV agrees well with the extrapolation of a F(w) to zero. 
Values of X = 0.79 ± 0.03 and y = 0.16 ± 0.02 obtained from the 
inversion result in a calculated transition temperature, T^ = 4.94 K. 
This is lower by about 7.5% than the measured value of 5.35 K. This 
discrepancy may be due in part to the fact that the T^ equation (Eq. 15) 
is an approximate expression. A discussion by Arnold in Ref. 16 indi­
cates that the deviation of the calculated T from the measured value 
c 
* 
of 7.5% could be explained by a percent error in both À and y of less 
than 3%. 
The prediction of T^ along with the excellent fit of the tunneling 
conductance (including energies beyond the cutoff of 33.4 meV) indicates 
2 that the a F(w) spectrum is reasonably accurate. With this in mind, 
there are some interesting points that need to be considered. First, 
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the longitudinal peak at 27.8 meV is smaller by approximately 30% than 
the height of the corresponding peak in the phonon spectrum of Schweiss 
(69). It is tempting to simply attribute this phenomenon to defects 
or impurities at the NS interface of our junctions, however, recent 
preliminary results on AgjAlgOgjAllTa junctions prepared under similar 
vacuum conditions show a longitudinal peak which is higher than the 
transverse peak; a result in agreement with the neutron phonon spectrum. 
2 
Also, we are comparing the a F (to) of vanadium obtained from measurements 
at 1.4 K to the phonon spectrum measured at 77 K. Noticeable tempera­
ture dependence of the phonon spectra in some high materials is 
known to occur (21). For example, the trend in the A-15 compounds 
from 297 K to 77 K indicates a reduction in the peak height of high 
energy phonons and an enhancement at low energies (70). It would be 
interesting to see the results of an inelastic neutron scattering 
experiment performed at temperatures far below 77 K. Also, it is not 
2 definitely established that a F(w) and the phonon spectrum, F(w), 
2 
should have similar shape. It is possible that a has some energy 
dependence which could account for differences in shape between F(w) 
2 
and a F(w). However,recent calculations by Butler et al. (71) for Nb 
2 indicate that a is only weakly dependent on energy, and because of the 
similar Fermi surfaces this may be true for V also. Therefore, the 
2 
origin of the reduction of the longitudinal peak in a F(w) compared 
to F(w) is as yet unclear. 
2 Examination of the low energy region of the a F(w) for V reveals a 
9 
broad peak between 10.0 meV and 12.0 meV. The slight jump in the a"F(w) 
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at 8.5 meV is an artifact of the measurement. It is a feature of the 
McMillan-Rowell inversion procedure to neglect the very low bias data 
2 
and to fit the a F(w) to a parabola in this region. In Fig. 21 the 
parabola extends to 6.8 meV which is low enough to allow observation of 
2 the low energy peak. The origin of this peak in the a F(w) is not 
definitely established although it does appear in the neutron F(w) of 
?chweiss indicated approximately by the arrow near 11.8 meV in Fig. 21. 
However, the size of the low energy peak relative to the peaks at 
2 20.3 meV and 27.8 meV is larger in the present a F(w) than in the 
neutron F(w). Theoretical arguments by Peretti ^  (72) suggest 
that the low energy peak in the phonon spectrum of vanadium may be 
associated with a Kohn anomaly. This peak was not observed in the 
phonon spectrum obtained by means of thermal diffuse scattering of 
x-rays (73) but was seen in two other experimental determinations (74, 
75) . The structure in the tunneling data at 10 to 12 meV associated 
with this peak was consistently observed in junctions prepared at dif­
ferent times and with varying A1 thicknesses indicating that it is an 
intrinsic property of vanadium. 
* 
With regard to the final values of A and p we conclude that 
Eliashberg theory and the electron-phonon interaction is sufficient to 
describe the superconducting properties of vanadium. There seems to be 
no reason to invoke other mechanisms (30) for an attractive interaction 
* 
between electrons. The value of y = 0.16 ± 0.02 is somewhat higher 
than the value of 0.11 generally inferred from the relations listed 
after Eq. 8. Similarly, application of the PETS technique to Nb (15) 
80 
* * 
results in a value of p = 0.17 ± 0.02. These values for u may 
indicate that another repulsive interaction is present in addition to 
the Coulomb interaction between electrons near the Fermi surface of 
transition metals. It is possible that spin fluctuations (paramagnons) 
play a role in this regard but not in a way which would drastically 
* 
increase y (76). 
The inversion procedure also determines the complex quantities 
Ag(aj) and Zg(aj) as shown in Figs. 22 and 23. Observation of A(w) far 
beyond the end of the phonon spectrum indicates no apparent structure 
due to multiphonon processes as observed in Pb (3). Presumably they 
are too weak to be observed. 
B. V^Ga 
The application of the PETS technique to surface layers of V^Ga 
grown on cleaned foils of V was not as successful as for pure vanadium. 
Difficulties were experienced in consistently forming single-phase, A-15 
V-Ga layers of similar Ga concentration and subsequently fabricating 
tunnel junctions with ultra-thin N layers. The diffusion method (45) 
O 
described previously requires the deposition of a thin layer (100 A) of 
Ga onto a clean V foil followed by a moderate annealing period. Various 
annealing temperatures and times were tried on 14 vanadium foils. The 
annealing of the foil was accomplished in the UHV chamber by ohmic 
heating via massive copper electrodes clamped to each end of the foil 
strip. These copper electrodes served as ideal heat sinks for the foil 
resulting in a temperature gradient across the length of the 1 3/4" 
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Figure 22. Calculated pair potential, Ag(E), for V resulting from inversion which includes A^^(E) 
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Figure 23. Calculated renormalization function, Z(E), for V in the superconducting state 
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strip, the foil center being the hottest. This temperature gradient 
allowed a systematic study of surface layer properties versus annealing 
temperature, although the precise temperature at all points along the 
length of the foil was not determined. After a few attempts with 
annealing temperatures varying from 650°C to 950°C at the foil center, 
as monitored by an optical pyrometer, it was found that an annealing 
temperature of 800°C applied for four hours would result in at least 
one tunnel junction of a possible ten which displayed A-15 phase V^Ga 
properties. The estimated absolute error in temperature as determined 
from the R versus T plot described in the experimental section was 
±50°C, while the precision was better than this. Identification of 
particular tunnel junctions successfully fabricated on A-15 phase V^Ga 
was established from a number of measured properties. In Fig. 24 are 
shown the I-V curves for four junctions fabricated on two separate 
foils. In each case the In counterelectrode is superconducting so that 
the steep rise indicates the approximate value of where 
0.53 meV. The gap values attributed to V^Ga range from 
A = 1.1 meV to A = 1.4 meV and are all much larger than that of bulk 
vanadium. Reference to published studies of versus Ga concentration 
(77) indicate that only the A-15 phase of the V-Ga system has a T^ (and 
therefore a gap) greater than that of pure vanadium. The A-15 stability 
range for V^Ga is quite bread (Ga concentration from 18% to 34%) 
resulting in T^ varying from about 4 K to a value near 15 K at the 
ideal 3:1 stoichiometric ratio. The maximum T value would indicate the 
c 
gap. A, of good VgGa to be greater than 2.0 meV. The largest single 
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Figure 24. Current-voltage curves for four different V-Ga junctions 
fabricated on two separate V foils. The In counterelectrode 
is superconducting and the gap values, attributed to A-15 
phase V^Ga, range from A = 1.1 meV to A = 1.4 meV. The A1 
layer thickness in all cases is below 100 A 
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Figure 25. I-V curves for two different V^Ga junctions. The In coun-
terelectrode is superconducting. VgGa-A-Z exhibits thg 
largest single gap observed, A = 1.65 meV, but the 70 A A1 
layer was too thick to observe only VgGa phonon structure. 
V2^3.-2-2 exhibits little A1 phonon structure but appears 
to have approximately 10% leakage 
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gap observed in the present study was obtained in junction V 
shown in Fig. 25 and was A = 1.65 meV. In nany junctions, multiple gaps 
were observed indicating the junction area spanned regions of different 
local Ga concentration or possibly different phases of the V-Ga system. 
Unfortunately most of the large, single-gap junctions had Al layers 
which were too thick to observe only V^Ga phonons. The junction 
VgGa-2-2 had an Al layer thin enough for data analysis and the I-V curve 
is shown in Fig. 25. As can be seen,the gap region is quite broad 
which indicates the Ga concentration is not homogeneous throughout the 
VgGa layer. There also appear to be leakage currents of approximately 
10% of that obtained when both electrodes are normal although leakage 
values may be difficult to estimate when a distribution of gap values 
is possible. 
Figure 26 shows the low bias dV/dl measurement for V^Ga-2-2 with 
and without an applied H field driving the In counterelectrode normal. 
No attempt was made to fit this region to a BCS curve as the shape of 
the dV/dl is too broad, however the peak indicates a gap value of 
1.4 ± 0.1 meV. The of the V^Ga surface layer in Y^Ga-2-2 was 
measured resistively and determined to be 12.0 ± 0.2 K as shown in 
Fig. 27. The transition is broad, again indicating an inhomogeneous Ga 
concentration, however the phase is certainly A-15. Clear phonon 
structure is observed in the dynamic resistance at higher bias as shown 
in Fig. 28. The superconducting curve (labeled S) was obtained with an 
H field of 300 Oe applied parallel to the foil. The Al thickness was 
not measured for this sample due to a malfunction of the quartz crystal 
Field Applied 
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T= 1.37° K 
.62 
H=300 a 
2.44 
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Figure 26. Dynamic resistance trace of V3Ga-2-2 with and without applied H field to drive In coun-
terelectrode normal. The gap value, = 1.4 ± 0.1 meV is obtained from the peak in 
the curve with no applied H 
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Figure 27. Tracing of resistance versus temperature for foil segment 
containing junction VgGa-Z-Z. A somewhat broad supercon­
ducting transition is evident with a measured = 12.0 ± 
0.2 K, indicating that A-15 phase V^Ga is present. The 
width of the transition suggests an inhomogeneous Ga 
concentration 
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Figure 28. Tracings of dynamic resistance data for V^Ga-Z-Z in the superconducting and normal 
state. Clean phonon structure attributed to V^Ga is evident in the superconducting 
trace while A1 phonon structure is minimal. The normal state curve was obtained by 
raising the temperature to just below T^, 
f 
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monitor; however, it is assumed to be extremely thin due to the apparent 
lack of much A1 phonon structure. This supposition is also corroborated 
by the normal state curve which shows a decrease of 0.5% in resistance 
at zero bias compared to the value at 10 meV. This zero bias conduct­
ance peak anomaly is characteristic of oxides of vanadium and although 
the conductance peak is not particularly large, it does suggest that 
the ultra-thin A1 layer may have pinholes, allowing oxidation of the 
VgGa surface. In contrast, the best pure vanadium junctions showed 
undectable zero bias conductance peaks. Because of the high values 
of A-15 compounds,the 5.5 KOe limit of our magnet was insufficient to 
drive the V^Ga normal. To obtain the normal curve of Fig. 28, the 
sample was warmed to just below the T^ value. This was done to avoid 
any complications which might occur due to slight changes in lead 
resistance (from Oil) when the V^Ga became completely normal. At a 
temperature near T , the gap is so small that one effectively measures 
2 2 the normal state dV/dl. The second derivative, d V/dl , is shown in 
Fig. 29 with the arrows indicating the position of peaks in the phonon 
spectrum obtained by Schweiss (67). The very small peak at 36 meV 
again indicates that the A1 layer is very thin. Similar second deriva­
tive curves on junctions of known A1 thickness indicate that strong A1 
O 
phonon response is consistently observed when d^^ = 70 A or greater. 
This then gives an upper bound to the d^^ of V^Ga-2-2. Despite the 
broad gap region, it is apparent from Fig. 29 that clean V^Ga phonon 
structure is observed. The strength of the phonon response is charac­
terized in the reduced conductance plot of Fig. 30 which indicates a 
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deviation of 0.6% from a BCS curve with a gap of 1.4 meV. The MMR 
inversion of the data led to a zeroth order fit of the reduced conduct­
ance as shcTvn by the dashed line in Fig. 30. As is evident, the fit is 
not nearly as good as for pure vanadium. However, the R.M.S. deviation 
-3 ° 
of 1.6 X 10 obtained with input values of d = 50 A, d/£ = 0.5 and 
AgQ = 1.4 meV is much better than what one finds when a conventional 
inversion is used. Attempts to further improve the fit by changing d/£ 
2 
resulted in an unphysically distorted a F(w) spectrum which did not go 
to zero at the high energy cutoff. This failure to fit precisely the 
measured conductance is attributed to nontunneling contributions to the 
measured conductance, possibly due to pinholes in the A1 layer. 
Assuming this leakage current adds a constant term to the conductance 
in both the normal and superconducting state, then one measures a 
normalized conductance given by 
Og(measured) Og(tunneling) + a(leakage) 
ajj(measured) tunneling) + a(leakage) 
Therefore, the phonon structure in Og(tunneling) is effectively 
weakened by any substantial leakage (>3% of o^^tunneling)). In the 
MMR inversion, this reduction in phonon structure would erroneously be 
interpreted as a shorter mean free path, £. No attempt was mnde to 
subtract any leakage conductance. Rather, a fit was chosen which 
2 
allowed the a F(w) spectrum to approach zero at the same energy as F(w). 
Because the shape of the calculated reduced conductance (Fig. 30) 
2 
matches the data, the resulting a F(w) (Fig. 31) is believed to have a 
As =1.4 meV 
T= 1.37° K 
H = 300 9e 
I f )  
0 
eV-A (meV) 
Figure 29. Tracings of d^V/dl^ versus E - A for V^Ga-Z-Z in the superconducting and normal state. 
The arrows locate peaks in the phonon spectrum of VgGa obtained from neutron scattering. 
Relatively weak A1 phonon structure is present indicating a very thin layer (<70 A), 
although the exact A1 thickness was not determined 
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Figure 30. Experimental (solid line) and calculated (dashed line) reduced conductance for VgGa—2-2. 
The calculated curve is obtained from an MMR inversion (Ajj(E) = 0) with input parameters 
d = 50 A, d/& = 0.5 and Ag- = 1.4 meV. No attempt was made to subtract the leakage 
current (approximately 10%) from the data. Despite the offset, the shape of the 
calculated reduced conductance matches the data quite well 
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Figure 31. Eliashberg function, a^FCoj) , obtained from MMR inversion of 
VgGa—2-2 data. The shape of a^F(aj) is believed to be reason­
ably accurate although the overall scale may be in error. 
The first two peaks in a^F(cù) are shifted toward lower 
energies compared to the phonon spectrum obtained by neutron 
scattering at 77 K (arrows). The low energy peak (10.7 meV) 
is more sharply resolved than in the neutron G (to) 
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2 
reasonably correct shape. However, the overall scale of a F(w) may be 
* 
in error and the resulting values of X = 1.12 and y =0.21, although 
quite reasonable, should be considered in light of the final fit. The 
calculated T is 7.4 K and deviates from the measured value of 
c 
12.0 ± 0.2 K by 38%. As discussed before for V, this error in T^ could 
* 
result if X and y were in error by roughly 10-15%. 
2 
No direct comparison of a F(w) to F(u) for V^Ga is possible 
because what one obtains from inelastic neutron scattering (67) is 
actually G(w), the weighted average of F(w) with a/M. Here a is the 
scattering cross section and M is the mass of each constituent in the 
compound. However, Schweiss (70) indicates that for V^Ga, G(w) and F(w) 
2 
are not very different. Therefore, by comparing a F(w) to G(to) some 
2 interesting points can be considered. The peaks in a F(w) shown in 
Fig. 31 at 10.7 meV, 21.0 meV, and 30.0 meV deviate slightly from the 
peaks in G(w) obtained at 77 K which are indicated by arrows. However, 
the deviation is toward lower phonon frequencies and this continues the 
trend observed in G(w) from 297 K to 77 K. This trend indicates that 
as the temperature is lowered, the high energy peak in G(w) is dimin­
ished in intensity with no apparent change in frequency (energy). The 
middle peak near 22 meV is also diminished in intensity with a corre­
sponding lowering of the frequency. The low energy peak becomes 
enhanced with slightly better resolution and also a corresponding shift 
to lower frequency. This trend is certainly continued down to 1.4 K 
2 
where the tunneling measurements were made which determine a F(w). Com-
2 paring a F(w) to G(w) obtained at 77 K, Fig. 31 shows that the high 
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energy peak is reduced but no change in frequency is apparent. However, 
the low energy peak near 10.7 raeV is more clearly resolved than in C(w) 
and is shifted down by 2.7 meV. It is unlikely that temperature 
effects alone can account for the discrepancy in height of the 30 meV 
2 peak in a F(w) and G(w). Other factors such as the energy dependence 
2 
of a , differences between G(w) and F(w), and possible contamination of 
the N-S interface may also play a role. 
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VIII. CONCLUSIONS 
The PETS technique has allowed application of the powerful tun­
neling probe to vanadium and the A-15 compound V^Ga. The degree of 
success can be measured by the quality of the tunneling characteristics, 
the degree to which the data fits some model (in this case the prox­
imity-effect model of G. B. Arnold), and also the reasonableness of the 
results. 
For vanadium, it was possible to consistently fabricate low-leakage 
tunnel junctions of varying A1 layer thicknesses which exhibited clear V 
phonon structure. 
The McMillan-Rowell inversion method applied to the Arnold model 
2 
allowed the determination of a F(w) by fitting this function to the 
measured tunneling density of states over the energy range of the 
2 phonon spectrum. However, the true measure of the accuracy of a F(w) is 
how well the measured and calculated densities of states agree beyond 
the cutoff in the phonon spectrum. For vanadium this agreement was two 
parts in 10^ up to 54 meV, far beyond the end of the V phonon spectrum. 
The Arnold model was also able to fit accurately the normalized con­
ductance for V in the gap region. The measured value of A = 0.81 meV 
compares favorably to results of ultrasonic attenuation measurements. 
The values of A = 0.79 ± 0.03 and y =0.16+0.02 lead to a calculated 
T^ of 4.94°K, in good agreement with the measured value of 5.35°K. The 
consistency of the results indicates that the electron-phonon interaction 
as described by Eliashberg theory is sufficient to describe the super­
conducting properties of vanadium. 
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* 
The value of y is somewhat higher than the common estimate of 
0.11 and may indicate that spin fluctuations are present to some degree 
2 in V. Observation of a low energy peak in the a F(w) has been 
established while the reduction in magnitude of the peak at 27.8 meV 
compared to F(w) is as yet unclear. 
The problems encountered in tunneling into V^Ga were ones of 
materials preparation. High quality, low-leakage tunneling character­
istics were observed on many V^Ga junctions exhibiting A-15 phase 
properties but unfortunately the A1 thicknesses were large enough to 
show considerable A1 phonon structure. The one junction which displayed 
clear, V^Ga phonon structure and minimal A1 phonon interference, 
unfortunately had approximately 10% leakage. However, the shape of 
2 the reduced conductance was fit well by the a F(w) spectrum obtained 
2 in the inversion procedure. Comparing this a F(w) to the phonon spec­
trum, G(w), obtained from neutron scattering at 77°K one clearly sees 
a shifting of the phonon peaks to lower energies as the temperature is 
2 lowered. The a F(w) also exhibits a more clearly resolved peak near 
10.7 meV than G(w). 
In conclusion, the PETS technique seems ideal as a method for 
tunneling into materials which form poor native oxides or are particu­
larly sensitive to surface contamination. The experimental constraint 
of an ultra-thin, continuous overlayer of A1 is required for high 
quality tunnel junctions with minimum A1 phonon structure. Establishing 
the correct A1 thickness range may require several trials and therefore 
the PETS method is best suited to those materials which can be prepared 
in a reproducible manner. 
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